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Click Here to Watch the 
Moving Mountains Promo Video 

MOVING MOUNTAINSMOVING MOUNTAINSMOVING MOUNTAINS
Moving Mountains is a motivational show with an all-Bipoc Female cast,

combining Street Dance and Contemporary Dance to tell an encouraging
story. The production features dancers maneuvering a rock wall in sync,
while another group performs choreography on the leveled stage. A live
poet narrates the story over dramatic music. With trained professionals
excelling in Contemporary Dance and Street Dance, Houston’s former

Poet Laureate, Outspoken Bean narrates the show. This groundbreaking
production pushes the boundaries of dance presentation, blending dance

with rock climbing and poetry. "Moving Mountains" is fresh, innovative,
daring, and aims to inspire audiences to overcome obstacles and receive

breakthroughs.

ABOUT SONKISS’DABOUT SONKISS’DABOUT SONKISS’D
Sonkiss'd Dance Concepts, established in 2012 in Houston, Texas, is a vibrant

and diverse dance company. Their repertoire includes contemporary and
street dance, earning widespread acclaim and multiple grant awards. They have

received commissions from esteemed organizations such as Discovery Green
and Performing Arts Houston, solidifying their reputation as a pioneering force.
Supported by Red Bull, Sonkiss'd has continuously challenged convention and
redefined the art of movement. Their latest production, "Moving Mountains,"

seamlessly integrates rock climbing into a mesmerizing dance showcase,
exemplifying their dedication to pushing artistic boundaries. Sonkissed Dance
Concepts proudly represents the intersection of innovation, expression, and

the unyielding power of dance.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1F9Ha_5Zn0zgvFyXIwCZWvMYynobY1Q5h/view?usp=sharing


Christopher Thomas, known as YungChris, has been the driving force
behind some of the most impactful and successful dance events in
Texas. With his expertise and passion, he has produced and delivered
unforgettable experiences that have left audiences in awe.
Chris has also toured the world, visiting 25 countries as a teacher, dj,
choreographer, and performer. YungChris has also performed alongside
Sugar Ray, Pit Bull, Flo Rida, Kendrick Lamar, Erykah Badu, and more.

ABOUT YUNGCHRIS

YungChris
Sonkiss’d Creative Director & Producer 
Email: bookme@yungchris.net

CONTACT INFO

Chris Thomas 

@sonkissd_dc_official

mailto:bookme@yungchris.net
https://www.instagram.com/sonkissd_dc_official/

